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l. A)

lnstructions : 1) Answer all the questions.
2) Write the question numbercorrectly.

Use any one of the outllnes given below to write a mystery story :

Mr. Sunil's son marriage fixed . . . the wedding preparation is on . . . burglary
in the house . . . maids investigated . . . friends are worried about this . . .

gardener enquired . . . Mr. Sunil suspects the maids . . . police interrogates
few . . . culprit arrested in Hyderabad . . . Sunil is shocked to see the culprit.

OR

Narain gets a call . . . a threatto murderhim . . . receives a parcel . . . police
complaint is given . . . call is tracked. . . the caller's name is identified as
Ram . . . dead four years ago . . . in an accident . . . number and address
traced . . . Ram's friend is the suspect . . . police arrest the caller
property dispute . . . Narain's brother is also involved.

Write a speech to be delivered on one of the occasions given below :

You are the Secretary of Anti-Ragging Committee and are organizing a seminar
in "Humanity and Self Respect". You have invited delegates from different
colleges in the city. Write a welcome speech for the occasion.

OR

You are the President of the Sport Club of your college. You have arranged
forguest lectures bytwo eminentsports personalities on'"The importance of
sports among youth". Students and faculty are invited. Write a vote of thanks
forthe occasion.
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ll. A) Answeranyfiveque'stionsinoneortwosentenceseach: (5x2=10)
1) For howmany hours did the writer sit down thinking of bygone times in the

"Ghost Story" and what did he recall ?

2) What was Naveen actually interested in and what did Naveen's uncle want
him to join ?

3) What was the village inn called in the story 'The Adventure of the speckled
Band'?

4) 

-free 

themseives bui ensiave the people in the iesson "On
Humanity and Freedom'?

5) What is the promise that mankind has to fulfill according to Chaplin ?

6) According to Mary Fisher, who is affected the most by AlDs infection ?

7) What would a Nuclear war, which blocks life giving sunlight, cause ?

.$) Who was referred to as "The Merchant of Death" ? Why was he called so ?

B)iAnswerany fourquestions in a paragraph each : (4xS=20)
1) How does the ghost establish the truth in 'A Ghost Story' ?

2) Describe the list of events that made the narrator conclude that he was
not alone in his chamber in the lesson 'A Ghost Story'.

3) The 'F'uppet'tynifies the charactei'of Akrur Babu or Naveen ? Give reasons
to support youranswer. - -.

4) Describe Dr. Grimsby Roylott's chamber. rvovo

5) Why is AIDS a present danger according to Mary Fisher ?

6) Write a note on Chaplin's philosophy of life.

7) Discuss the measures Al Gore suggests in order to tackle the climate
crisis.

c) Answei'any two in abouttwo pages each : (2x10=20)
1) Mark Twain uses a ghost to bring out superstition and expose greed.

Discuss.

2) Logical reasoning and observation stand vital in the detective fiction in
'The Adventure of the Speckled Band'. Explain.

3) "An inconvenient Truth" is a rallying cry to protect the earth we all share.
Do you agree ? Give reasons.


